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Dear Readers,

T         he highlight of this edition is, without a doubt, the arts. As we put theTTTT th TT

Cubaplus

th

Cubaplus

www.cubaplusmagazine.com                       

Letter from the Publisher

Dominic Soave
Publisher
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The 10th

Concepts and places

Cuba’s Green
Philosophy

By Roberto F. Campos
Photos : José Meriño
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Another element of interest are the 13 important

naturalist Johannes Bisse came to Cuba and saw the 

and  has a considerable variety of species from all 
over the world with several pavilions and a Japanese

Pinar del Río, an Excellent Host

Levisa
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The area is home to a variety of species, and its waters
are home to the levisa, to which it owes its name. 

coconut trees on the northern coast, mangroves in the 
south and a splendid coral reef.

Guanahacabibes
The westernmost point is La Bajada (meaning the

descent), a small community of about 100 inhabitants

-
nahacabibes, declared a World  Biosphere Reserve by
UNESCO in 1987, covering 39,400 hectares.
It is a true paradise for more than 670 species of 

plants, 15 of which are endemic. It also has small 
beaches wrapped in pirates’ histories and hidden
treasures.
The fauna is rich in birds, among which is the tocoro-

ro (trogon), the zunzuncito (hummingbird), bluebirds,
mockingbirds and woodpeckers, among others. There

-

For more than 60 kilometers of highway leading to 
Cabo San Antonio, one sees bare, green forests, rocky

swamps.

María la Gorda

and with great adventure, especially for those who
enjoy deep-sea diving.
Although it is a place conceived for divers, it is also a 

of Cabo Corrientes.
Located 143 kilometers southwest of the main city of 

Spanish sunken galleons , and it is said that there are
secret hidden treasures.
Hundreds of species of birds abound in this area such

as the woodpecker, the parrot and the tocororo.

with a phone and television, the perfect place to
combine rest and  adventure.
These three points of  western Cuban geography 

make up a great journey for the tourist who wants to
get to know Cuba’s natural beauty.
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Americans Stand Out 
at the 65th 

Ernest Hemingway 

Photos by Norlys Publicitur
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First catch of the tournament.

First prize in the tournament.

Second prize in the tournament.

Third prize tournament.
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International Tourism Fair

Canada, Country of HonorC d C t f H

FITCubaFITCuba 20162016

By Mercy Ramos
Photos by: Jose (Tito) Meriño,  Jorge Victor Gavilondo and Publicitur
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C -

Manuel Marrero, Tourism Minister for Cuba, Dominic Soave, General
Manager Cubaplus.
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General Manager, Cubaplus
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In Cienfuegos, in the south-center of Cuba, Gran Caribe 
has the Rancho Luna and Faro de Luna Hotels, ideal for 
diving and other aquatic activities, as well as to share 
special times with family and friends.
The Rancho Luna Hotel, located 18 kilometers from 

the city of Cienfuegos (known as the Pearl of the South) 

beach but also ecotourism, history and architechture of 
the region.

A 3-star Hotel, has 222 rooms, 211 of which are standard, 

phone, safe and satellite TV.
Faro de Luna Hotel is located between the mountains 

and the sea, at the edge of a discreet cove, with 46 rooms, 

swimming pool.

L -

Caribe Hotel Chain, both on the Island as well as 
the keys surrounding it.

A great place in which to thoroughly enjoy the 
beach and the sun in Jardines del Rey is Club Cayo 
Guillermo. The building has been recently renovated, 
its infrastructure improved and additional capacity 
added for accomodation. This has helped project 

a fresh image of the hotel, the first built on Cayo 
Guillermo.
This 3-Star, all-inclusive hotel has rooms which were re-

standard rooms were built as well as eight junior suites in 
Brazilian-style villas.  A new miniclub was also added with 
independent swimming pool, the beach ranchón was en-
larged, the Italian restaurant renovated and the Snack bar 
was completely redone.

Something for Everyone

Follow us in: Gran Caribe Hotels @grancaribehotel

Faro Luna Hotel

Rancho Luna Hotel
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I

Cayo Largo
Text and Photos by Roberto Campos
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The 
Perfect 
Place to 
Unwind 
in Cuba
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the Westernmost province of Pinar del Río, allowing for 
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Third Pope  

to Visit Cuba
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By Nuriem de Armas  /s  /  Pho PhotoPhotoPh s by Ps by Prb ensa Latina
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Pope Francis will come to Cuba this September, making
him the third Pope to visit the Island in 17 years.
The Pope will make his stop in Cuba before going to 

the United States, where it is foreseen that he will give 

in Philadelphia.

countries took last December 17th

II, who went to four Cuban provinces: Havana, Santa Clara, 

Upon his arrival he was greeted by leader of the Cuban Revolu-

In Camagüey approximately 200, 000 people congregated and

believers and non-believers, to be virtuous, strong, and soulful.
During the third day of his visit, he crowned the image of the

‘Virgin de la Caridad del Cobre‘ (Our Lady of Charity) patroness of 

Castro was present.

Pope Benedict XVI holds Holy Mass the wednesday of 5th week of Lent in
Revolution Square, Havana.

Cuban President Raúl Castro Ruz greets Pope Benedict XVI in Santiago
de Cuba.

Cuba President Fidel Castro greets Pope John Paul II at José Martí 
Internatonal Airport.

Mass hel be Pope John Paul II in Havana during his Pastoral Visit to Cuba.
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In his farewell speech to the Pope Fidel Castro, expressed:

-
-

the 400th anniversary of the discovery of the image of the

the fact that this is not based on material goods alone,

the Pope is received here with the warmest hospitality, and 
Pope Francis wears a crown of Feathers given to him by the Ingenious 
community at the 38th International Youth Day in Río de Janeiro,
Brasil.
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C
A Seventy-Year Friendship

Cuba-Canada

By Jesús Adonis



Canadian Professor John Kirk of Dalhousie University, 
a longtime friend and collaborator of Cuban 

mutual understanding, and non interference in 

Speaking at the opening conference Kirk said 
that such principles could serve as a template for 

The expert commented that, in spite of profound
ideological differences, conflicting conceptions

of development, Cuba and Canada have maintained
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“Canada continues to be our e our 
largest source of touristts”, 
said Manuel Marrero, Cuuba’s 
Tourism Minister.

Solidarity groups
come to Cuba 
for various socail
activities.

Rosafe Signet, 
symbol of 

collaboration 
between Cuba 

Canada and Cuba
 in the agricultural

sector.
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The existence of more than 25 Cuban so-
lidarity groups in Canada and the yearly

in Cuba, are symbolic landmarks of the

presently the principal market for tourism 

Yves Gagnon, told Cubaplus that the high

According to the diplomat, this is the 

favor strategic investments that can avail of such 

the Cuban government is seeking investors and 

the jurisdiction, Canadian companies face 

different, no easier and no more difficult than

Cuba is the Country whose major part of GPI is invested in education.

Cuba´s Foreign Trade Minister Ileana Nuñez
and his Excellency Mr. Yves Gagnon, 
Ambassador of Canada in Cuba, inaugurated
the Canada Pavilion at FIHAV 2014.
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Friendship

T
Open-air Concert in Havana will Celebrate 70 years 

of Canada-Cuba Relations

Aldo Mazza, Canadian musician.
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A graduate of McGill University’s Faculty of Music, Aldo
Mazza’s career as a studio musician for over 100 CDs and

CDs with his group, Répercussion. For the past 14 years,
he has been helping to build a bridge between Cuban
musicians and the outside world by bringing in sponsors,
procuring equipment and leading cultural exchange
programs.
“This concert really epitomized everything that my

involvement in Cuba has been about”, says Mazza.

things over the years”.
Mazza along with Cuban drummer-composer Giraldo 

Piloto, is currently one of the driving forces behind

which he runs his annual KoSA Cuba Workshop for

percussionists. He has also led music exchange programs
to bring musicians from high school bands, choirs and
symphony orchestras into Cuba.
Sam Roberts is a Canadian rock singer, songwriter,

guitarist, pianist and violinist, whose 2001 debut release,

, became one of the best-selling 
independent releases in Quebec and Canadian music 

As a songwriter, Sam Roberts has been compared to

the Rolling Stones, and Led Zeppelin. Described as 
“power-pop”, his music pairs catchy hooks and pounding
guitar rhythms with meaningful messages. 

remained Sam Roberts’ priority to use his celebrity as an
opportunity to share his ideas and opinions regardless 
of the demands of his record label and mainstream 
audience. His aversion to the commercial pop music
market, despite his success within it, has earned him 

above commercial success. 
Cuba was represented by Carlos Varela, a Nueva

been featured in Hollywood soundtracks and have

rhythmically-colorful Habana Compás Dance Company 
also represented Cuba, featuring an explosive blend of 
percussion skills mixed with Spanish, Flamenco, Afro-
Cuban and contemporary dance.

Sam Roberts is a Canadian rock singer.

Carlos Varela, 
a Nueva Trova
singer-songwriter.
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Vocal Luna, Cuba’s only professional female 
choir, was created in 2002.  The group is
made up of 16 singers of equal voices,
graduates of both middle and superior

music schools across the country.
The ensemble, led by Choral Director Wilmia Verrier 

Quiñones, has brought together a wide repertoire of 
diverse composers, styles and genres of music. It has also 

Vocal 
Luna

a Unique Choirr

Ensemble
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At the 10th
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Born in the USA (Chicago, Illinois,
September 1949) from Cuban parents,
Jorge lives in Havana since 1950.
Graduated in 1972 from the Biology

Faculty of Havana University, Jorge has a PhD in

cancer research for 44 years as project leader in the

Jorge’s passion for photography started in the mid 

Jorge Victor Gavilondo

Havana in images
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in street and documentary photography using his

(street) photography, natural and urban landscapes,
out-of-studio portrait, ballet and dance, architecture,

Havana as center subject, with his art being part 
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As a freelancer, he has also produced high end 
commercial photos for city and beach hotels

materials, and websites.
He is a member of the Cuban Photographic

Library (Fototeca de Cuba) and of the Cuban 

and also contributes with periodical digital 
photography courses in the Fototeca de Cuba, 

and the Cuban Cinematographic Arts and 
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An extensive sample of Jorge Gavilondo’s 
photography work can be seen in his website

subject (Digital Photography: Theory and 

Jorge has worked as teaching assistant in

Francisco, CA), Nevada Weir (Santa Fe, NM),

on-site coordinator and photographer for

Fe (NM) Photographic Workshops School
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ME
For sculptor Eulises Niebla working with metal is 

central.” I have combined it with glass, which is 
-

Cubaplus from his house in the Versailles 
neighborhood of Matanzas, about 100 km east of Havana.

(UNEAC), and has completed studies at the Matanzas’ 

According to Niebla no one within his circle was involved 

With Metal
By Wilfredo Alayón





4

With 26 years’ experience under his belt, he is the

northern coast of Matanzas. 
Niebla has a extensive curriculum of personal and

abstract because it does not give you only one point of 
view, it is wide in scope and has many languages that the 
public can interpret with freedom”, he says.



7

At 52 years of age, Niebla is married and has two children,
who have both followed their father’s footsteps being in
the arts. His daughter plays the violin in the Matanzas

Niebla’s works appear in galleries, has sat on a jury for
numerous events and has given conferences and speeches

pieces are very complex to make or to sell, but at the

Contact Us

Calle 67 No. 28002 e/ 280 y 282 

Versalles, Matanzas, Cuba.

Phone / Fax: (045)245160,  

                         (045) 265323 

Cell: +535 384 5346

Email: eniebla@atenas.cult.cu
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Swimsuits
for a Better Summer



w

C
ombining
modernity
and tradition,
designer Massiel

Mesa Fornaris invites you to 
enjoy summer with comfort
and originality with her line
of swimwear.
During her studies in
2003, Massiel created her 

rst swimsuit collection 
called “Time”. This year 
she won rst lace in the 
National Creativity Contest 
in Cuba.
In 2004 she was selected
to ta e art in the aint 
Etienne Biennial in France.
In 2005, shortly after 
obtaining the Fashion 
Design title from Havana’s
High Institute of Design, 
Mesa Fornaris went to 
Turin, Italy, and became
involved in haute 
couture for restigious
brands such as Prada, 
Valentino, Mongler and 
others. This e erience
considerably enriched her 
knowledge and technical 
ca acities.

Bag & Shoes 
Yeny’Style CostaAcosta
Hair
Forlini&Martinez
MUA 
Guendalina Giraudi
Model
Vicky Edokpolor
Model
Elena Forte
Jewels 
Jamais Sans Toi

Swimwear
Atelier Torinohavana
by Massiel Mesa Fornaris

Photographer
Davide Bonaiti
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In 2010 she decided  
to create her own brand  
TORINOHAVANA and  
presented “Sublime”,  
her second collection of  
swimsuits in Turin and in 
Milan’s Fashion Week.
Five years later she opened  
her fashion house in Turin  
and got involved in the  
production of swimsuits,  
evening and bridal gowns  
and prêt-à-porter.
“Sublime” is a collection  
which unites modernity  
and tradition through styles  
that re ect femininity,  
freshness, elegance and  
sensuality, all characteristics  
of the Cuban woman.  www.torinohavana.com
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Art Gallery
By Martha Sánchez
Photos by José Tito Meriño
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M -
th

-
 century

-

-
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Your Shopping in Cuba
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En Marcha con Fidel

 

A Necessary Clarification
By Diana Díaz and Rey Almira

www.cubaplusmagazine.com62
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Fidel and Che playing golf in Villareal Golf Club,
Havana, March 29, 1961.
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Che, surely remembering the days when he occasionally 

having perfected his golf game as a student, accepted 

While Fidel and Che were talking, many inhabitants of 

On the second hole, Che sharpened his aim and 

For hours we covered the extensive 7-kilometer golf 
course and played 18 holes, with Commander Ernesto 



Alberto Díaz Gutiérrez, better known as 
Alberto Korda (1928-2001), is the author 
of the most reproduced historical image 
of contemporary photography: the 
photo taken of Commander Ernesto Che 
Guevara on March 5, 1960 in Havana, 
during the funeral honoring the victims 
of the sabotaged French freighter  “ La
Coubre ”.
Among his awards and distinctions are 
3rd place in the 5th International Award
of Submarine Photography “Maurizio
Sana” (1979, Italy), the award for best
Historical Photo for the Revolución y 
Cultura magazine, the 10th National
Photography award on July 26 (1980, 
Cuba), Distinction for Cuban Culture 
(Cuba State Council,1982), Order Félix 
Varela (Cuba State Council, 1994),
Cuban Olorum Award (Cuban Fund for 
Photographic Image, 1998).

Alberto Díaz
* Diana Díaz López: Head of the Alberto Korda Estate

Contact: diakor@cubarte.cult.cu

-

March 30th
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“A school of folkloric song and a network 
of Caribbean carnivals is at the heart of 
activities in Santiago de Cuba’s upcoming 
Fire Festival”, Orlando Vergés, director of 

the Caribbean House, has said.
Upon announcing the 35th

the 500th

de Cuba, located in the eastern part of the Island.

Spaniard Diego Velázquez.

including Totó La Momposina, an outstanding 

33rd

culture.

By Martha Cabrales
Photos by Prensa Latina

Santiago de Cuba,

Hub of Folkloric Song       
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“These popular festivals held in the Caribbean
countries are organized by the Association of 
Caribbean States”, its secretary Alfonso Múnera
said during a recent visit here.
In a meeting between members of a delegation

from the Commonwealth of the Bahamas, the
country to which the festival is dedicated this year,
the press, cultural authorities and travel agents
were informed about the event’s organizational
details and prospects.
Bahamian ambassador Alma Adams passed on the

best wishes sent by the government and people of 

very close to the Cuban archipelago.

good opportunity to bring both peoples and their

        and Caribbean Carnivals
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Mother Earth
Three years ago Osmel Francis Turner, health 

st

June 5th

By Martha Sánchez
Photos by José Tito Meriño
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Through Art

 Planting trees, an activity for the conservation of forest and the 
enviroment.

Osmel Francis Turner, creator of the Mother Earth 
Festival, whose main objetive is to live harmoniusly with 
the earth and its ecosystems.
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A group of ecologists in Havana named “Quinta de los

created.
A lot will go on during this event in the next couple 

of the island: in Maisí, Baracoa and the province of 

Holguín such as as Gibara and Guane, then back to
Havana for the closing on June 5th with a big concert
in Morro-Cabaña park.
The event will bring together the State’s Special

we human beings have become”, concluded Turner 
minutes before the concert began.

Picking up solid wash on the beach, groups organized to show support.

Cubanos en la red, music band directed by Osmel Francis.

www.cubaplusmagazine.comwww.cubaplusmagazine.comwww.cubaplusmagazine.com747474
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Environmental  
Strategies

Cuba Updates

By Vivian Collazo  /  Photos by Prensa Latina
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Cplan, in the process of being updated for

the Environmental Management Department, explained 

environmental issues and advocate for the inclusion of 

Environmental Director for the Ministry of Science, 

recalled that the Biological Diversity Strategy and

www.cubaplusmagazine.comwww.cubaplusmagazine.comwww.cubaplusmagazine.com 777777
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Protected areas in Cuba

-
-
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Validation of 
Syphilis-HIV

A (PAHO) expert has said that the
Cuban Public health system, univer-

Cubaplus

-

EllElElimimimimininininata ioonnnnn PhPhPhP asassa ee ee e Conclululuuudededededessss iniii CCCCubububu aa

By Vivian Colln Colln C azoaaz
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Giovanni Savarese, coach for the New York
Cosmos soccer team, described his visit to 
Cuba and the amicable game against the 

was without a doubt an extraordinary experience, beyond

The Cosmos won with a score of 4 to 1 against the Cuban
team in an amicable game played in Havana´s Pedro 
Marrero Stadium, with Spanish forward Raúl González,

Brasilian Edson Arantes do Nascimento (popularly known 

Soccer
CuCuCuCuCC babababa --- NNNNewewewew YYYYorororork k k k CoCoCoCosmsmsmsmosososos,,, ,

anananan UUUnfnfnfnforororo gegegegettttttabababablelelele 
GaGaGaGamememem

Photos by José Tito Meriño
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“The Cosmos team would love to come back here”, he

Cuban team captain Yennier Márquez with Pelé and Raúl. 
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On the Field
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La Casa 
del Cliente

By Lucía Arboláez,
Photos: Miguel Guzmán and José Tito Meriño

Cuba-Italy:

Italian restaurant-pizzería
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La Casa del Cliente also 
has a good mini bar 

where diners can order 
the drinks they like, 

among them our popular 
local cocktails: Cuba 

Libre, Daiquiri, Havana 
Especial, Mojito, Mulata 

and many more.

During our visit the 
bartender made us a 

simple and refreshing 
cocktail called Limonada 

Clarete, made with red 
wine, water, lemon  

and sugar.

LIMONADA 

CLARETE 

COCKTAIL

Open from 
Monday to Sunday 

Wednesdays, from 9 a.m. 
to 11 p.m., Saturdays 

from 12 p.m. to 11 p.m
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Asking for a hot mandanga ananywhwhere
in Cuba will surely be greeteted withwith aa a 
smirk or laugh. In most parts art of the 
country the “mandanga” is a slang 

word referring to the male sexual organ, that is, 

and nearby villages. Here, the mandanga is onnee 

includes the Cauto planes (the Cauto is thhee 

dishes, so much so that some researchererss 
consider this to be the place where Cuban cuisinine e 
was born. Dishes such as ciruelas borrachahachas ss
(drunk plums), el bollo prieto (black roll), ththe 
matahambre (the hunger killer), los suspiros (th (th(the 

stew) are all part of the extensive list of origginainal 
dishes of this historical region, but withwithithout a out a out a
doubt one of the most popular and weell-likl-l-likl- ed is 
the mandanga.

have to go back to the aboriginal era. AccAccccooording 
to Pachalo, one of the main connaisseurs of this 

By MSc. Domingo Cuza Pedrera
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Mandanga is made with two parts cooked corn 
and one part raw shredded yuca. The two are
grinded together, kneaded into balls and then 
boiled. The balls are then made into a  dough
which is  extended with a rolling pin into a 

with onions, garlic and cilantro.
The mandanga can be served hot or cold. If one 

prefers to have it cold, it can be served as is. If one 
wants it hot, then it must be deep-fried in pork 
lard or vegetable oil. Some like it with hot salsa.
Pachalo was one of its main promoters, that 

is why in the nearby municipality of Yara the
everyone calls it  Pachalo’s mandanga.
The mandanga is so popular and appreciated 

it received the A lo Cubano award, a prize that 
is awarded to individuals or families that best 

or sell this great dish.
It is not just cooks and leaders that recognize the

of the mandanga has been part of poems and 
songs.  In Yara many people dance to the catchy 
rhythm of a song whose refrain says:

And what did the young woman like?
Pachalo’s mandanga
When one visits Bayamo and goes to the

Cuchipapa inn, or goes through Yara, one can
ask for a hot mandanga without worrying about 
being misinterpreted. In our region, everyone 
knows that this is one of the most delicious and 
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H The Long and Winding Road 
of the Beatles

Beatlemania 
in Cuba,

as Lively as Ever
By Charly Morales
Photos by: Prensa Latina
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“It’s a book for the whole world, maybe not to be read

th and 6th
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-

The 
Beatles in Cuba, a magical mystery tour, r Sergeant Pepper 
came to Cuba in a yellow submarine John Lennon in
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